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The Authors Review: 

The Somanabolic Muscle Maximizer is a complete 

and straightforward guide to building muscles to 

your body. I promoted this product mainly 

because of the information and tools they 

provided. When I first got the product, I thought 

to myself, where should I start? Do I look at the 

diets, exercise or supplement section? The first 

thing, I ever remembered in his presentation video 

that he featured before purchasing the ebook was 

that diets were the most important according to 

him. They make up your potential for muscle 

growth; even if you worked out like Arnold 

Schwarzenegger, chances are you won’t gain 

optimal muscle through bad diets. So off I go to 

unzip the file and open the folder to view an ebook 

entitled “Foods_That_Kill_Fat_Musclemeal.” The 

book suggested 5 foods that kill fat and 2 foods to 

stop eating. The content were pretty decent with 

information and some might even be jaw- 

dropping that you develop phobia for the 2 foods 

mentioned in the ebook but eventually it is still 

okay to consume them once a week to minimize 

their bad effects on your body. The 5 foods that 

fight fats which were suggested in the ebook were 

actually common grocery foods that we have like 
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eggs, which contain healthy fat that controls fat 

burning hormones and lots of vitamins along with 

it. Then there was a supplement folder containing 

a book entitled “somanabolic supplementation” 

which actually lays out 4 supplements (one of 

them which I constantly used for my jogging 

routine before I read the ebook) that are useful in 

packing muscles to the body. There were also 

ebooks like “Somanabolic Muscle Maximizer 

Guide” located in the Muscle Maximizer folder 

which actually contains useful information to 

determine our body type. When determined, this 

can be a reference to our workout plan contained 

in the ebook “Somanabolic Weight Training” in 

the unzipped folder. Lastly, there was a diet guide 

entitled “Somanabolic Weight Training” that lists 

out the amount of carbohydrates, protein, water 

and fats that needs to be consumed for the week 

when undergoing weight training. Overall, the 

information was pretty decent with precise and 

specific diet guides as well as weight training 

guides according to ones body type. The folder 

also provides a tracking tool for your progress 

and the instructions are provided with a video. 
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GET THE SOMANABOLIC MUSCLE 

MAXIMIZER, 

http://tinyurl.com/3ddocm6 

 


